**Key Features**

- Full HD 1080p
- SuperClear® IPS Panel Technology
- Mega dynamic contrast
- Flexible connectivity
- Dual intergraded speakers

**Product Description**

The ViewSonic VX3211-mh is a 32” Full HD monitor featuring SuperClear® IPS-Type panel technology, designed to take you to a higher level of viewing pleasure for both work and entertainment. With VX3211-mh’s Full HD resolution and SuperClear® IPS-type panel technology, users will experience an excellent combination of clarity and detail from any viewing angle. A mega dynamic contrast ratio of 80M:1 gives images more depth, improving the user experience when viewing entertainment or working on graphic design. Built-in HDMI and VGA ports can support a wide range of devices to offer flexibility for fulfilling your connection needs. VX3211-mh’s minimalist appearance with a slim fishtail shaped stand and matte finish make this monitor the perfect fit for offices and homes of any style. Furthermore, VX3211-mh also comes equipped with ECO-mode, which not only reduces energy consumption but also improves visibility and reduces eye fatigue.
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**LCD PANEL**

- **Monitor Size:** 32"W (31.5" Viewable) LCD monitor
- **Panel Technology:** IPS-type
- **Resolution:** Full HD 1920 x 1080
- **Display Area:** 698 mm (H) x 393 mm (V)
- **Aspect Ratio:** 16:9
- **Brightness:** 250 cd/m² (Typ)
- **Contrast Ratio:** 1200:1 (Typ)
- **Dynamic Contrast Ratio:** 80,000,000:1
- **Viewing Angle:** 178 degrees / 178 degrees (Typ)
- **Response Time:** GTG: 3ms
- **Colours:** Depth: 16.7M colors (True 8 bits)
- **Pixel Pitch:** 0.12125mm (H) x 0.36375mm (V)

**INPUT SIGNAL**

- **Frequency:** Fh = 24 ~ 83KHz ; Fv = 50 ~ 75Hz
- **Sync:** Separate Sync / Composite Sync / Sync on Green

**COMPATIBILITY**

- **PC:** Windows 10 certified
- **Mac®:** Power Mac tested

**CONNECTOR**

- **Digital:** HDMI x 1
- **Analog:** VGA x 1
- **Audio Out:** Earphone out x 1
- **Audio In:** Audio in x 1

**SPEAKERS**

- 2.5W x 2

**POWER**

- **Power:** 3-pin plug (CEE22) x 1
- **Voltage:** AC 100-240V (Universal); 50/60Hz
- **Consumption:** 37W
- **Optimize:** 32W
- **Conserve:** 27W

**ERGONOMICS**

- **Tilt:** 13 ~ -5 degrees

**WALL MOUNT**

- **VESA®:** 100mm x 100mm

**OPERATING CONDITIONS**

- **Temperature (°F / °C):** 32°F to 104°F (0°C to 40°C)
- **Humidity:** 20% to 90% (no condensation)

---

**DIMENSIONS (W X H X D) (MM)**

- **Physical with stand (mm):** 730mm (W) x 496mm (H) x 230mm (D)
- **Physical without stand (mm):** 730mm (W) x 433mm (H) x 58mm (D)
- **Packaging (mm):** 838mm (W) x 615mm (H) x 282mm (D)

**WEIGHT**

- **Net with stand (kg):** 7.01kg
- **Net without stand (kg):** 6.16kg
- **Gross (kg):** 10.22kg

**REGULATION**

- CE, REACH, WEEE, EAC, UkrSEPRO

**PACKAGE CONTENTS**

- LCD Display
- Power Cable (1.5m)
- HDMI Cable (1.5m)
- Audio Cable (1.5m)
- Quick Start Guide
  *Actual content may differ from market to market*